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Abstract-we present a method for computing a posteriori error bounds for piecewise linear 
nonconforming approximate solution of elliptic equations. The upper error estimator is a quadratic 
function of free parameters. Optimal error bounds are obtained by solving a quadratic minimization 
problem. The feature of the method is that error estimates do not require the high regularity for the 
exact solution of the original problem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, considerable interest has been shown in the development of computable a poste- 
rioti error estimates in the finite element method. It is well known that a priori error estimates 
can give convergence rate on mesh size, but cannot provide actual error bounds. On the other 
hand, a posterioti error estimates attempt to provide such information. 
In this paper, we propose a method for computing a posteriori error estimator for nonconform- 
ing linear approximate solutions of elliptic equations without solving any linear system. The fact 
that approximate solutions are linear discontinous plays an essential role in our analysis. 
2. PROBLEM AND NOTATION 
Let 52 denote a bounded domain of R2, which, for the sake of simplicity, we suppose to be a 
polygon. We consider the second order boundary value problem: 
21 = 0 on l? = da, 
where kij E Lm(fl), and f E L2(s2). We assume that the ellipticity condition is satisfied, i.e., 
3/3 > 0, such that b’(i, 1 < i 5 2, 5 kij(s)<i<j 2 ,B 2 <f 8.e in 0. (2.1) 
i,j=l i=l 
Now we consider a regular sequence of decomposition ((7jh)h) of fl onto triangles. Let Eh denote 
the set of edges of triangles in (&)h. We set 
Ef = {e E Eh/e C afl}, E; = 2 (2.2) 
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and 
Hi(7h) = s E L2(s2);VT E 7j SIT E H1(T), Ve E Ef J sda = 0, e 
(2.3) 
Ve E EE, e = ~TI rl aT2 J (spl - sp*)da = 0 . e > 
Let Vj, be the nonconforming space defined by 
Vh = (2rh E H,(IQ;VT E 7j uhlT E PI(T)}. cw 
The finite element approximation of the problem (P) leads to the following problem in Vh: we 
seek oh E Vh satisfying 
where a(., .) is defined by 
and PT~ is defined by 
VT E Th, PTf = 
meals(r) l f(z) dz’ 
(ph) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
We will assume that k, is piecewise constant. In the sequel; C, Cl,. . . will denote constants 
independant of h. 
It is well known that (Ph) has a unique solution; furthermore if u E H”(R) with 1 < CT 5 2, 
then 
c I” - d:,T 
TElh 
(2.7) 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let T be a triangle with edges (ei)i<i<s. Let us denote the vertices corresponding to ei, es -- 
and es by (zi, yi), (z2,y2), and (~3, ys), respectively. By standard arguments of finite elements 
methods theory, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. For aJJ ‘u, E F(T) with 0 > l/2, there exists IITU E PI(T) such that 
J (u - nTu) da = 0, i=1,2,3 . ei 
Moreover, we have 
vuh E PI(T), 
dvh 
kij$(U-IITU)zdX=O 
2 3 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
and for aJJ 0 5 s < u 5 2, with s 5 1 and l/2 < LT 
.‘ 
Iu - nT&T 5 Ch;-sb~o,T, (3.3) 
For each triangle T, we introduce the function associated to the edge ei which is defined by 
rh,e, = 
meas 2 - xi 1 1 Pmeas(T) y -yi ’
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The following result holds [l]. 
LEMMA 3.2. For g E H’(T), we have 
(17 g)o*ei =s, ( rh,ei. grad g + g div rh,ei) dx. (3.4) 
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(3.5) 
We give here a simple proof. 
PROOF. {rh+,}r<i<s is a basis of the lower order Raviart-Thomas space [2], then -- 
rh,ei .Vj = 6: on ej; for i, j E {1,2,3}, 
where Vj is the outward normal to ej. 
Using the Green formula, we obtain (3.4). 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
For each edge in Ei, we determine a normal direction with is denote by ve, and we denote 
by T-,, and T++ the triangles sharing an edge e, with ve is outward from T_,,. We introduce 
a set of free parameter 0 = {OT_,,}~~~E,, and we set CC++,,: = 1 - &_,,. We define a jump in 
Cf,j=, kdj%Vf across e by 
Je,h = 2 kijzUT 
[ 1 
(4.1) 
i,j=l z e 
Note that this quantity does not depend on the direction of ue. For later convenience, as in [l] 
we define [ Cf,,,, kij$$U,ele = 1 f or an edge e in EC. We now define a function ph,e E (L2 (Cl))2 
VT E %r Ph,O = k @T,e,Je,,hrh,e.. 
i=l 
Before giving an upper estimate of the error, we need the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. For ail s E HJ((Ih), we have 
a(uh,s) = c /- ( ph,e grad s + s div ph,O) dx. 
TETh T 
PROOF. Using the Green Formula, we have 
and 
2 kij%u,e I) 1’ i,j=l e 08 = ez Je,h /sda = c (eT+,, + eT_,e)&,h Jsdc,, I: e eEE; e 
by Lemma 3.2, we obtain 
a(uh,s) = C J ( ph,o grad s + s div ph,e) dx. 
TE’Z, T 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let u be the solution of the problem (P), and Uh be the solution of (Ph). we 
have 
( c b - uh,;,z-) 1’2 5 cl ,j;i 
TEZ 
( c bh,6’l&r + 11 divPh,e&fi,i) “’ 
TElr, 
+CZ (&,$IJ’T.~I~)~‘~+G (~~“~I,~-p~iIlg.T)“~. (4’7) 
PROOF. We consider the auxiliary problem: 
-& & (be) = pTf in ’
z=Oonl?=dR 
It is easily seen that 
C Gllf - P~flli,~ . 
TETh 
we set s = z - uh. We have: 
c Iz - '1lhf,T < c (a(.6 s) - a(uh,s)) . 
TE7h 
First s E HA (I,), then using Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
a(‘llh,s) = c /- ( ph,e. grad s + s diV ph,e) dx, 
TETh T 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
then 
On the other hand, 
a(z,s) = a(z,z) - c 2 / hi&( 
TET,, i,j=l T 
&z)2 dx = c / PTf(Z - nTz) dx. 
TEZ, 
T 
Remark that 
C / pTf(Z - JJ~Z) dx = c / f’~f ((2 - uh) - =T(z - W)) dx 
TE?i, T TEZ T 
5 c c IpTflh$lz - Uhll,T 1 
TElh 
then 
4&S) 5 c d,,, T T 2)“2 (~,)z-uf&)1’2~ 1 h4 IP fl (4.13) 
by (4.10)-(4.13), and using triangular inequality, we obtain the desired result. 
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REMARK. It is easy to prove that: 
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If the error is properly on O(h”) ( 0 < (T 5 1 ), the estimator 
j;i 
( 
c ll~~,ell&~ + II divpwII&- 
TE& 
)‘“+ (&h:lpTfi2)1’2 
is globally equivalent to the error. In fact, we have the following result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let us assume that 
‘dT E Ih, fjT E ffl(T). 
If there exist CJ ~10, I] such that 
l/2 
I” - d,T 2 C-h”, 
then, for h small enough, we have 
( c I21 - d,T) 1’2 
TEZ 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
c ]k%&,T + lb’Ph,&,T 
2-E TtT,, 
) 1’2 + (&, h:PTil) ‘i) . (4.18) 
To obtain the global lower estimate of the error, we use similar arguments as in [3]. The proof 
of the next theorem is based on the arguments developed in [3] and will not be presented here. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let u be the solution of the problem (P), and ?& be the solution of (&). We 
have 
C meas(T)2]&f]2 + f 5 mea$ei)2JzT,h 
112 
TE?-h i=l 
5. COMPUTATION OF THE ESTIMATOR 
In this section, we prove that we can compute the jump in cf,,=, ICQ%$’ across e without 
solving a discrete problem (&). This lemma plays an essential role from a computational point 
of view. 
LEMMA 5.1. For all edge e E Ei, we have 
meas(e)J,,h = 5 { m-.9-PT_d + meas(T+PT+,J} . (5.1) 
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PROOF. Let vh be a basis function associated to the edge e, i.e., 
J v/&k7 = 1 and Ve’EEi, e’#e, J vhda = 0. e e’ 
Using the Green formula, we obtain 
and uh is solution of discret problem, then 
me&$e)J& = 
J 
VhPT+,ef dX + 
J 
oh&__ ,e f da: 
T+,e T- ,e 
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